Aspect-based sentiment analysis is an important tool to understand user opinions in a fine-grained manner. Although extensively studied, developing such a tool for a specific domain remains an expensive process. Most existing methods either rely on massive labeled data for training or external language resource and tools which are not necessarily available or accurate. We propose to study the aspect-based sentiment analysis with only a small set of aspect and sentiment seed words as guidance on a target corpus. We first expand the aspect and sentiment lexicons from the given seed words by features created by frequent pattern mining. Then, we develop a generative model to characterize the aspect and sentiment mentions based on their word embedding, and infer the sentiment polarity for sentiment words accordingly. The effectiveness of our method is verified by experiments on two real world data sets.
Introduction
Understanding massive text data automatically is highly demanded in various industries. Identifying and classifying sentiment within documents is one of the most important sub-tasks, empowering numerous applications in recommendations [2, 3] , stock prediction [23, 19] etc.
Aspect-based sentiment analysis [22] provides a fine-grained view of sentiment within documents. It aims to extract different aspects of the entity being reviewed, and determine sentiment corresponding to each aspect individually. For example, "The hotel has a reasonable price but the room is small " presents two aspects: "price" and "room", with positive and negative sentiment respectively. While many studies on this task adopt supervised methods [9, 14, 29, 6, 4] , aspect-level sentiment labels are usually expensive to obtain. This triggers another series of research effort on weakly or distant supervised aspect-based sentiment analysis. However, most of the previous work utilizes external language resource or tools such as thesaurus information [5, 18, 8, 13, 20] or dependency parser [21, 11] . In reality, such resource is not always available or accurate in new domains or low-resource languages.
Therefore, we propose to study aspect-based sentiment with minimal user guidance. The goal is to perform aspect-based sentiment analysis without direct or indirect usage of training data or external language resource, but only a massive target corpus and very little user effort. More concretely, users are only required to provide a small set of seed aspect words and a small set of seed sentiment words with sentiment polarity. The objective is to output identified aspect mentions from each review document, as well as their corresponding sentiment polarity (positive or negative).
Example 1. Figure 1 shows an example. With a massive set of hotel reviews, users only need to provide a small set of seed aspect words like {"room", "price", . . .} as well as a small set of seed sentiment words {"good", "terrible", . . .}. Users also need to provide sentiment polarity labels for the seed sentiment words ( e.g. "good" is positive and "terrible is negative"). For each review document, the algorithm should be able to identify aspect mentions within the document and output sentiment polarity label for each identified aspect mention. For example, for a review document " Nice room, but rude staff", the algorithm should output two identified aspect words "room" and "staff ", even if "staff " is not a seed aspect word. The algorithm should also assigns positive label to "room" and negative label to "staff ".
This setting is usual when one needs to develop an aspect-based sentiment analysis tool for a new domain, such as online forums of a certain field. It is expensive to produce sufficient labeled data for training a supervised model. External language resource is usually only created for general field and thus does not necessarily have good coverage. Existing NLP tools are often inaccurate on specific domain without extra learning, especially for informal corpus like user generated content. However, our setting is much more realistic as users only need to specify around 10 seed aspect and sentiment words.
The challenges in this problem setting are: 1) how to leverage the limited user guidance to identify aspects as complete as possible; 2) how to classify sentiment for each aspect in a document with limited user guidance. The only signals we can leverage for both tasks are the user provided seed sets and the corpus.
We make the following contributions. First, we develop a method to expand the aspect and sentiment lexicons from given set of seed words based on features extracted by frequent pattern mining. Second, we propose a generative model to characterize the generation of aspect and sentiment mentions, represented by their word embedding. By inferring the model, we can assign sentiment polarity to words in the sentiment lexicon. Finally, we can accordingly perform aspect-based sentiment analysis on each document. We verify the effectiveness on two real world data sets.
We present the detail of our work below.
Preliminaries
In this section, we formalize the research problem, and briefly introduce the framework of our pipeline.
Problem formalization.
We denote a set of documents as
Each sentence s j can be represented as a sequence of tokens s j = (w 1 , · · · , w |sj | ), where each w k takes a value from a vocabulary V.
For each word w in the vocabulary V, one can derive an embedding vector from word embedding technique (e.g. [17] ). More precisely, word embedding provides a function f : V → R ν , where ν is the number of dimensions of the embedding space. The semantic proximity between two words should be reflected by the similarity of their embedding vectors. A popular similarity measure is cosine similarity, defined as:
Notice that each w ∈ V is not necessarily a unigram word, but may also refer to a multigram phrase (e.g. "air conditioner", "mini bar"), or a subword like "n't" in "don't". We will use the term "word" to refer to any elements from the vocabulary V unless otherwise noted.
Each document d i usually contains a few aspect mentions a i = {a 1 , · · · , a |ai| }, where each aspect mention is a token in d i . Each aspect mention is associated with a sentiment label, which can be represented as y i = {y 1 , · · · , y |ai| } collectively, where y k ∈ Y represents the sentiment label for aspect mention a k . In this paper, we only focus on a binary setting, namely Y = {0, 1}, where 0 stands for negative sentiment, and 1 stands for positive sentiment.
Users can provide guidance as seed aspect and sentiment words, which are essentially subsets of the vocabulary, denoted as V Notice that there are studies in which an aspect is defined as a set or a distribution of aspect words. Although our output is only formalized as aspect mentions, we can always perform a clustering method to aggregate aspect words into more abstract aspects. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper and we would address this in our future work.
Framework.
We tackle the problem in two steps. First, we expand the aspect and sentiment lexicons from very small sets of seed words. Second, we identify the aspect and sentiment mentions in each document and classify the sentiment polarity. Lexicon expansion. Aspect and sentiment lexicons serve as strong tools to identify the most essential signals for aspect-based sentiment analysis.
For a given domain of reviews, the aspect lexicon V A ⊂ V should contain all the words characterizing possible factors of the entity to be reviewed, such as "location", "price", "service" in hotel reviews.
The sentiment lexicon V S ⊂ V should have all the words that express or imply an attitude or emotion. General sentiment words include "good", "great", "terrible", while some sentiment words can also be domain dependent. For example, words like "renovated", "air conditioned" imply positive sentiment in hotel reviews but not necessarily in other domains.
The goal of this stage is to construct the aspect lexicon V A and the sentiment lexicon V S from a given review corpus D as precise and complete as possible merely from the seeds V With the aspect and sentiment lexicons available, we can identify aspect and corresponding sentiment mentions from documents. However, we do not have sentiment polarity labels for most of the sentiment words in V S . Hence, we need to perform sentiment polarity assignment before we can conduct sentiment classification of documents.
The objective is to derive a mapping function r : V S → [0, 1], which assign sentiment polarity rating r(w) for all the words w ∈ V S . Again, only sentiment words in the seed set V (0) S are given polarity labels as input by r 0 (·), while other sentiment words mined from the previous stage remain unlabeled.
Once we obtain the sentiment polarity for the entire sentiment lexicon, we can generate sentiment labels y i for aspect mentions a i in each document d i .
Lexicon Expansion
In this section, we introduce a method based on frequent pattern mining to expand aspect and sentiment lexicons from given seed words V S . The general idea is to select a few context pattern as features to characterize each word w. Then, we can train classifiers to extract new aspect and sentiment words iteratively.
There are three modules of our method:
• Pattern feature mining. Mining and selecting pattern features that can effectively characterize aspect and sentiment words.
• Aspect lexicon expansion. Using pattern features and currently mined sentiment lexicon to expand aspect lexicon.
• Sentiment lexicon expansion. Using pattern features and currently mined aspect lexicon to expand sentiment lexicon.
Notice that our method does not rely on NLP parsing tools such as Part of Speech (PoS) tagging or dependency parsing. Although NLP tools may provide "room", "price", "service", "food" "good", "great", "bad", "terrible"
Aspect seeds
Sentiment seeds
"The room is terrible" "The price is great" "The service is good" "A great room" "Great price" strong syntactic signals in this task, they are usually trained on a more general corpus and often suffer from higher error rate on user generated review data. Furthermore, applying NLP pipeline is much slower than frequent pattern mining. We will introduce each module in detail.
3.1 Pattern feature mining. An important category of signals to characterize whether a word w is in aspect/sentiment lexicon are the frequencies of specific context patterns around w. For example, if the pattern "the w is great" occurs sufficiently frequent, w will probably be in the aspect lexicon. Similarly, if the pattern "a very w bed " is frequent, then w should be in the sentiment lexicon. Precisely, a pattern feature p is an ordered sequence of tokens or aliases, represented as p = (t 1 , · · · , t l ), where t i is either a word from V or an alias that could be substituted by any from a set of words. In our setting, possible aliases are "[aspect]" or "[sentiment]", which can be substituted by any currently known aspect or sentiment words respectively.
It is intractable to enumerate all the possible context patterns of a word w, and most of them are not necessarily informative in determining whether w is in the aspect/sentiment lexicon. Apparently, patterns such as "a w" or "w of" are not very useful. Therefore, we adopt the following mechanism to mine and select informative pattern features, denoted as P = {p 1 , p 2 , · · · }. Frequency. Intuitively, frequent patterns containing both (currently known) aspect and sentiment words would be a good candidate pool.
In order to mine such frequent patterns, we build a subset of sentences S containing both aspect and sentiment words from the seed set. As shown in Figure 2 , only sentences containing words from both the aspect seeds and the sentiment seeds are selected.
Moreover, we treat all aspect (sentiment) words as a unified alias ("[aspect]", "[sentiment]") and turn all the words into lower case, so similar patterns can be merged together. As an example in Figure 2 , the first three sentences "The room is terrible", "The price is great" and "The service is good " would all be converted into the same pattern "the [aspect] is [sentiment]".
We then perform a contiguous sequential frequent pattern mining algorithm based on the derived set S. The relative minimum support is set to θ = 0.005, namely only patterns with frequency larger than or equal to θ|S| would be mined.
Representativeness.
Some frequent patterns do not contain any aspect or sentiment aliases ( e.g. "is a"), which cannot serve as pattern features in the following modules. Therefore, we only keep the patterns containing both a sentiment alias and an aspect alias.
Patterns crossing multiple clauses usually do not serve as good features. Sometimes patterns like "[sentiment], [aspect] is" would be mined as frequent patterns while they do not necessarily reflect any interplay between the aspect and the sentiment word. We simply remove any patterns containing non-alphabetic tokens.
Concordance.
Sometimes a pattern is frequent only because it has a frequent sub-pattern and does not necessarily provide novel information. For example, " [sentiment] [aspect]" is frequent and informative, but " [sentiment] [aspect] on" may be redundant even if it is frequent. The latter becomes frequent only because the former is so frequent that a co-occurred random word would produce another frequent pattern.
Therefore, we perform a test of independence to filter such redundant patterns. For each mined frequent pattern p, we test against the null hypothesis that it is merely generated randomly by attaching a word w to its immediate sub-pattern p . By "immediate", we mean p and p only differs by one word at the boundary, namely p = p ⊕ w or p = w ⊕ p , where ⊕ means concatenation. We calculate a z-score as a test of independence [15] :
where P(w) is the relative frequency of w in D.
We filter pattern p and all of its super-patterns if there exists any sub-pattern p such that z < Φ −1 (1−α) where Φ −1 is the probit function (i.e. inverse cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian distribution). We set α = 10 −3 in our experiments. Only patterns satisfying all the above criteria will be selected as pattern features in P .
3.2 Aspect/Sentiment Lexicon Expansion. The basic idea of this module is to utilize the mined pattern features P to build a classifier to determine if a word
Pattern features "The room is terrible" "The price is great" "A great room" "Great price" "The food is good" "They have pretty good food" "Good luck finding your room" is an aspect/sentiment word. We can then run the aspect lexicon expansion and sentiment lexicon expansion iteratively until convergence. Both lexicons can be expanded in a similar mechanism. We only focus on describing aspect lexicon expansion below, while the sentiment lexicon expansion is symmetric.
Suppose we are at the t-th iteration and with mined aspect and sentiment lexicons V Then we adopt a supervised classifier to determine which candidate words in U (t+1) A should be an aspect word. We build feature vectors x j for each word w j by counting relative frequencies of all the patterns p i in P with regard to w j , namely
We treat words in V , where 0 ≤ŷ j ≤ 1 is the classifier's confidence value that candidate w j is an aspect word.
Finally, we expand those candidate words w j witĥ y j ≥ τ into the aspect lexicon V (t+1) A , where τ = 0.8 is a threshold. We also add candidate words w j with embedding vectors close to any known aspect words w j ∈ V (t) A into the expanded lexicon, as long as sim(f (w j ), f (w j )) ≥ β andŷ j ≥ 0.5, where β is another threshold.
Example 2. Figure 3 shows an example. With the given pattern features, we can first extract the candidate aspect words "food" and "luck" as they fit into the pattern features' aspect alias for at least once. We then build feature vectors for all the candidates and known aspect/sentiment words. We treat known aspect words ("room", "price", ...) as positive samples and sentiment words ("great", ...) as negative samples to train a random forest classifier. Finally, we can obtain the prediction resultsŷ's for candidate aspect words.
Iterative expansion.
With a given set of pattern features P , we can perform aspect and sentiment lexicon expansion. Moreover, with the newly expanded aspect words, more candidate sentiment words can be extracted and values of pattern features for candidate sentiment words can be updated. This may trigger more sentiment words to be expanded and vice versa. Therefore, we iteratively perform aspect and sentiment word expansion until convergence.
Aspect-Based Sentiment Classification
In this section, we leverage the aspect and sentiment lexicons to perform aspect-based sentiment classification on documents.
The general idea is to utilize the embedding vector of sentiment words. First, we try to derive a "positive vector" and a "negative vector" in the semantic space modeled by word embedding based on the seed sentiment words and the corpus. Then, we can assign sentiment polarity to words in the sentiment lexicon V S based on how close they are to the positive or the negative vector. Finally, polarity of sentiment mentions in each document can be aggregated to obtain sentiment classification results.
A simple baseline.
We start by introducing a relatively straightforward baseline. Polarity assignment in sentiment lexicon.
We introduce a naïve way to assign polarity labels to words in sentiment lexicon. Notice that for each word in the seed sentiment lexicon w j ∈ V (0) S , a polarity label r 0 (w j ) ∈ {0, 1} is given. We use V S− to represent subset of seed sentiment words with positive and negative polarity labels respectively.
We can derive a "positive vector" v + and a "negative vector" v − by taking the average embedding vectors of words with positive and negative labels respectively:
where f (w j ) represents the embedding vector of word w j , as mentioned in Section 2. Intuitively, words with embedding vector closer to v + are more likely to convey positive sentiment, while words with embedding vector closer to v − would be more likely negative. Therefore, we can assign sentiment polarity scores to all the other words in the sentiment lexicon. Suppose for a word w j ∈ V S \ V (0) S , we can assign a sentiment rate r(w j ) ∈ [0, 1]:
where ϕ(·) is the standard logistic function. Meanwhile, if a word w j is in seed sentiment words, it will still keep its ground-truth label r(w j ) = r 0 (w j ).
Based on the polarity scores of sentiment lexicon, we can further obtain the sentiment classification label of each document. Aspect-based sentiment classification. For each document d i , we extract all of the mentions of words in aspect lexicon, denoted as
We also extract all of the sentiment mentions and map them into the closest aspect mention within the same sentence. Therefore, for the k-th aspect mention a k , there is a set of sentiment mentions o ik . Aspect mentions with |o ik | = 0 are not included in practices.
We can aggregate the sentiment polarity scores for each aspect mentions a k ∈ a i . We calculate y k as the sentiment polarity score of the k-th aspect mention a k in document d i by averaging the sentiment polarity scores for all the words in o ik :
where I(·) is an indicator function. Thereby we can obtain final output a i and y i = {y k } |ai| k=1 for document d i .
Rectification of polarity assignment.
The positive and negative vectors v + , v − utilized above are derived from a very small labeled lexicon. Hence, they may not be sufficiently accurate to reflect the actual distribution of positive and negative sentiment words in the embedding space.
We utilize a novel model to rectify their directions. We propose a graphical model to characterize the generation of aspect and sentiment words in review data, where the means of the two hidden sentiment word distributions corresponds to the "real" positive and negative vectors. By inferring the model, we can obtain more accurate positive and negative vectors.
Instead of using a mixture of multinomial distributions to generate words, we model the generation of each word's embedding vector directions by a mixture of von-Mises Fisher distributions. The von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution is a widely adopted distribution in directional statistics to model unit vectors in a spherical space and shows stronger power [1, 28] will be generated respectively. Each aspect mention a k ∈ a i will be assigned with a label z k generated from θ A d , while each associated sentiment mention o j ∈ o ik will be generated from θ S i,z k . Then, the unit vector of each word will be generated from corresponding vMF distributions as indicated by their labels.
To summarize:
We infer the model by Gibbs sampling. We specify the prior for sentiment vMF distribution's mean vector µ S y as vMF centered as the mean direction of seed sentiment words with label y as a guidance. The technical details are omitted due to limited space, but can be found in the supplementary file.
By estimating the mean directionμ 
where x S,1 and x S,0 are the sum of unit embedding vector of sentiment mentions with inferred hidden variable as 1 and 0 respectively. We can use these rectified vectors to perform polarity assignment for sentiment lexicon and aspect-based sentiment classification as the baseline.
Experiments
In this section, we verify the effectiveness of our proposed methods on real world review data sets.
Data set.
We introduce the data sets used in our experiments. Hotel. We utilize a hotel review data set from [25, 26] .
In the hotel data, reviewers can provide 1 to 5 star ratings on several aspects such as room, service etc.We utilize reviews from 181 hotels, as hotels with less than 50 reviews are removed, which results in 17, 865 reviews.
Restaurant. We create a randomly sampled subset of 10, 000 public Yelp 1 restaurant reviews. For the purpose of evaluation, we also include 6,060 labeled sentences from restaurant reviews [4] , where each sentence is labeled with a set of aspect mentions along with their corresponding sentiment orientation. Sentences without aspect words or with neutral sentiment are removed in our evaluation.
For both data sets, we preprocess with phrase mining [10] and then train a 200 dimension word embedding by word2vec [17] . Details are described in the supplementary file.
Lexicon expansion.
We first evaluate the task of lexicon expansion.
Methods evaluated.
We compare the following lexicon expansion methods.
• Frequency-based method (HU). A lexicon expansion method based on word frequencies and their PoS tags, proposed by Hu et al. [5] . We use an NLP pipeline 2 to parse sentences.
• Double propagation (DP). A double propagation method proposed by Qiu et al. [21] that relies on hand-crafted rules based on dependency information. We use the same NLP pipeline as above to obtain the syntactic information. * Pattern features (PF). Our proposed method based on pattern feature mining.
Evaluation metrics.
We use a pooling strategy to generate the ground-truth. We obtain the aspect and sentiment lexicons generated by all the evaluated methods, and label the union of all the lexicons. We only label words with frequency no less than 50 due to the large lexicon size. We evaluate the performance by weighted versions of precision (P), recall (R) and F 1 -score (F 1 ), where each word is weighted by its frequency in the corpus. Similar measures are adopted in [12] . Experiment setup.
We use 10 seed aspect words and 10 seed sentiment words for each data set. Notice that the size of seed in our experiments is substantially smaller than the seed sets in previous studies such as [21] , where more than 1,000 seed sentiment words are used. We set β to 0.7 for both data sets. Results. We present the results in Table 1 and Table 2. It can be observed that our method outperforms baselines in terms of F 1 score on both tasks and both data sets. While DP generally has higher recall, its rules are developed for product reviews and are likely to generate a lot of false positives. In comparison, our method does not rely on domain specific rules. We achieve the highest precision in both data sets and both tasks by our relative prudent expansion method, while keeping a decent recall.
Sentiment classification.
We also evaluate the performance of aspect-based sentiment classification. Methods evaluated.
The following methods are compared in our experiments.
• Double propagation (DP). The method proposed in [21] , which includes both lexicon expansion and polarity assignment.
• Aspect and sentiment unification model (ASUM).
The method proposed by [7] .
• HU/DP+EMB+R. Feeding the lexicon constructed by a previously mentioned baseline into our sentiment classification method.
• PF+EMB. Our proposed baseline method merely using embedding vector and seed sentiment words. * PF+EMB+R. Our proposed method with rectified polarity assignment of sentiment lexicon.
Evaluation metrics.
For Hotel data set, we label documents with 1 or 2 star rating as negative sentiment, while 4 or 5 star rating as positive sentiment for each ground-truth aspect. Since user rating ground-truth is only available for more "general" aspects, we carefully pick a set of frequent aspect words A k for each groundtruth aspect k. In evaluation, we take the average of the output sentiment polarity labels of aspect mentions corresponding to the same ground-truth aspect as the aggregated output.
If a document does not have user rating on groundtruth aspect k or does not contain words from A k , then it is not evaluated on ground-truth aspect k. Moreover, documents with 3-star rating on k are also not evaluated on ground-truth aspect k.
We evaluate the performance by precision (P), recall (R) and F 1 -score (F 1 ). Notice that reviews with positive sentiment are overwhelmingly more than reviews with negative sentiment in our data set, which makes the prediction a relatively trivial task. Hence we treat negative sentiment as "positive" label while calculating the evaluation measures.
Results.
The results are shown in Table 3 . It can be observed that our method performs the best in terms of F 1 -score. On both data sets, our method constantly achieves around +5% improvement over the best performed baselines.
The results confirm that our lexicons are better than lexicons constructed by other baselines. Our method achieves +5-10% improvement in terms of F 1 on both data sets comparing to the same method with other baseline lexicons.
Another observation is that our rectification step substantially improves the performance. On both data sets, it achieves around +4% of improvement. This is because it combines the embedding signals with the information from the corpus.
Notice that our evaluation setting is much more challenging due to the minimal supervision and imbalance distribution of sentiment labels. Thus the performance is generally lower than typical sentiment analysis. Parameter analysis. We first study the sensitivity of threshold parameter β in lexicon expansion. We measure the performance of aspect-based sentiment classification on Hotel data set based on lexicon constructed with β set to different values between 0.5 to 0.8. As Figure 4 (a) suggests, the performance remains stable. The difference of F 1 -score is within 1%. We also study how the performance change w.r.t. the size of seed set. As Figure 4 (b) shows, with only 5 seeds for each lexicon, the performance of our method is higher than our baseline with 50 seeds. This shows the power of our rectification method in the sentiment classification stage. Case study. Table 4 shows a case study to provide an in-depth analysis of how our method outperforms other method. We majorly compare our PF+EMB+R method with our proposed baseline PF+EMB, as well as a variation with lexicon built by DP.
The first two sentences in Table 4 show how our rectification method improves the performance. In the first sentence, our method with sentiment rectification can correctly assign a positive polarity score to "large", while the baseline without rectification mistakenly mark it as negative. Similarly, the baseline recognizes "quiet" as a negative sentiment word, while the rectified version correctly identifies it as positive.
The other two sentences shows how the lower precision of lexicon affects the overall sentiment classification performance. In the sentence "We found our bedding sooooo awful! ", the lexicon constructed by DP mistakenly take "sooooo" as a sentiment word, while it actually should be an intensifier with informal spelling. In the last sentence, the misspelled "occasion" is identified as an aspect mention by DP lexicon. It steals the sentiment mentions "friendly" and "rude" from the actual aspect mention "staff" in this sentence as we assign sentiment mentions to the closest aspect mention. However, our lexicon correctly output the only aspect mention "staff" in this sentence.
Related Work
In this section, we will review unsupervised and weakly supervised effort in aspect-based sentiment analysis. Aspect and sentiment lexicon expansion. Aspect and sentiment words (a.k.a. opinion words) play an important role in aspect-based sentiment analysis. The strategy to start with seed sets of words and expand the lexicon from a corpus is also adopted previously.
Hu et al. [5] use a frequency based method to identify frequent nouns as aspect words. Then they extract adjacent adjectives to aspect words as sentiment words. However, they rely on PoS tagging information. Another study using frequency based method is [20] , but they rely on more external resource such as the web statistics and WordNet.
Qiu et al. [21] propose to expand by syntactic rules. They first parse each sentence in the corpus to obtain PoS tags and dependency structures. Then they expand the aspect and sentiment lexicons by a set of user selected syntactic rules. There are two drawbacks of their method. The first is they heavily rely on the correctness of the dependency parser. However, the effectiveness of dependency parser on cannot be guaranteed on a new domain. Another drawback is that they need user specified rules. Although there are some follow-up studies to improve this algorithm, they still suffer from these drawbacks [11, 12] .
Other studies merely focus on either aspect lexicon [27] or sentiment lexicon [13] expansion. They either utilize additional language resources or require human effort to produce rules. Polarity assignment in sentiment lexicon.
A number of studies propose to automatically assign polarity to sentiment words from seeds.
A typical method is proposed in [5] , where the sentiment polarity is propagated on the network based on synonym/antonym relations. Similar idea is also adopted in [18, 8, 13, 20] . However, such methods heavily rely on the external resource, which is not always available or accurate.
Another common intuition is to utilize the different levels of syntactic signals from the corpus. For example, [21] specifies several rules based on dependency relations to assign polarity.
Aspect-based sentiment analysis. There are several other studies on aspect-based sentiment analysis.
Wang et al. [25, 26] have a series of work on utilizing generative model to predict rating on each aspect. Similarly, Titov and McDonald [24] propose a multiaspect sentiment model to jointly model the aspect and sentiment rating of users. They both need to utilize the rating information from data. Our model does not require the rating information and thus can be applied to more data sets.
Mei et al. [16] propose a joint topic model for the dynamics of topics as well as the general sentiment, but focus more on summarizing the entire corpus instead of classifying aspect-level sentiments for each document.
Jo and Oh [7] propose a generative topic model. They use a mixture of joint aspect-sentiment topics to model the generation of each sentence with a seed set of sentiment words.
Conclusion
We study to perform aspect-based sentiment analysis with minimal user guidance. We start with a lexicon expansion step and then develop a generative model to improve sentiment classification based on word embedding. This facilitates building a sentiment analysis tool for domains with limited resource. In principle, this work is language agnostic and can be seamlessly extended to other language, which would be an interesting direction for future work.
